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December 31, 2003 - THE DEUTSCH DEVILS

Rabbi Marvin Antelman was right all along. Way back in 1974, he identified the source
of all the evil against Jews and humanity but his message and style were too unaccessible to get
through to anyone but the most advanced students of anti-semitism. What he lacked most was
simplicity, a common enough failure of thinkers decades in advance of their contemporaries.
What he needed was someone to put out a Cliff's Notes simplified explanation of his thesis...and
someone, without intention, just did.
         The name of the book is, 50 Jewish Messiahs by Jerry Rabow (Gefen Publishing,
Jerusalem). It is an informative but shallow overview of just what the title says, but in its
shallowness lies vital depth. We begin with Chapter 17, about the "most damaging messiah to the
Jewish people," Shabbatai Zvi. First we'll read Rabow and then add commentary opening Rabbi
Antelman's work to the wide world.

pp 91 - Shabbatai  Zvi was born in Smyrna, Turkey on the ninth of Av, 1626. The ninth day of
Av is the day of a triple tragedy for the Jewish nation. According to tradition, the First Temple,
the Second Temple and Bar Kokhba's Betar fortress all fell on this day.

pp 93 - He changed the holiday celebrations and violated the dietary prohibitions. All of this
followed from his declaration that the usual rules were inapplicable to messianic times.

pp 95 - He declared that the coming of the messianic era meant that the biblical commandments
were no longer binding. He proclaimed that God now permitted everything.

    ** This is Rabbi Antelman's central assertion; that Shabbataism was the polar opposite of
Judaism. That Shabatai Zvi's program was to destroy all the tenets of the Torah and replace them
with their opposites. Incredibly, more than half the Jews of the world at the time, believed he
would be revealed as their promised messiah: **

pp 101 - Then he finally made the announcement for which the Jewish community had been
waiting for 1600 years - he would begin the Redemption on the 15th day of the month of Sivan,
June 18, 1666.

     ** There are many who will recognize the significance of the date. June is the sixth month, 18
divided by three is 6+6+6 and 1666 is clear enough. Either he knew what he was doing or the
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prophesies of the emergence of an evil false messiah or anti-Christ are right, and Shabbatai Zvi
was him. **

pp 110 - Through all of this, Shabbatai continued to issue proclamations of the theological
changes wrought by the coming of the messianic age. Shabbatai's new prayer was, "Praised be
He who permits the forbidden." Since all things would be permitted in the age of the messiah,
Shabbatai declared many of the old restrictions of the Torah no longer applicable. He abolished
the laws concerning sexual relationships. He eventually declared that all of the thirty six major
biblical sins were now permitted and instructed some of his followers that it was their duty to
perform such sins in order to hasten the Redemption.

        ** Shabbatai's fall from grace among the great masses of Jews came in September 1666,
when the Sultan of Turkey threatened him with torture unless he converted to Islam. He relented
and most of Jewry abandoned him. But not all. A core of his followers kept their messiah alive
and kicking hard. **

pp 112 - In order to bring on the Reformation, Shabbatai had descended into the darkness of the
Muslim world to gather the scattered fragments of the light of creation hidden there. There was
an outward  reality and an inner reality. Nathan transformed Shabbatainism  into a theology of
paradox. Once the followers accepted the concept of paradox, they would be able to keep on
believing in Shabbatai Zvi...An inner circle of his followers accepted the explanations of Nathan
and continued to believe in Shabbatai the Messiah.

        ** The Shabatai followers continued their hidden life in the Turkish sect of the Donmeh,
whose activities continue to this day, as reported extensively this year, even by the staid
Jerusalem Post. One of the Donmeh followers was Jacob Frank, who would transform Europe
and the world into a Shabbataian hell barely a century later. **

pp 121 - The Donmeh now converted the Shabbatain Purim into an annual orgy, when members
exchanged spouses for a ceremony called "extinguishing the lights." The Donmeh justified their
Purim orgies, and their regular practise of sharing wives and engaging in other sexual activities,
by citing biblical precedents.

pp 123 - Although Jacob Frank (1726-1791) was born fifty years after the death Shabbatai Zvi,
he deserves to be regarded as Shabbatai's true successor.

pp 125 - Frank's followers requested ecclesiastic protection on the grounds that their own beliefs
were not Jewish but rather, "anti-Talmudist."..The bishop declared that the "anti-Talmudists",
Frank's followers, were entitled to practise their religion, and ordered that all copies of the
Talmud within his diocese be seized and burned. Now under the protection of the crown, adoring
followers gave Frank huge donations to his movement.

pp 127 - He extended the paradoxical teachings of Shabbati Zvi that the coming of the messianic
age had transformed sexual prohibitions of the bible into permissions and even obligations.
According to Frank, engaging in sexual orgies now became the means to purify the soul from its
sins. Debauchery became therapy...Frank convinced his followers that the only way for their
special form of Judaism to survive was for them to outwardly become Christians,  just as the
Donmeh had descended into the world of Islam...In February, 1759, the Frankists told the Church
they were ready to be baptized...The Frankists promised to deliver 5000 new Christians from
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Poland, Moravia, Hungary and Turkey.

pp 130 - The Frankists also became involved in international political intrigue, and sent secret
emissaries to the Russian government and the Eastern Orthodox Church offering to help in the
overthrow of Poland and the Catholic Church...By 1786, Frank suffered temporary financial
problems, and moved his court to Offenbach, near Frankfurt. There Frank's money problems
were somehow solved. The source of Frank's immense wealth is not clear. He may have used his
movement's system of secret messengers and clandestine cells to engage in the constant political
turmoil involving Austria-Hungary, Turkey and the Balkans.

    ** And how we reach the final depth of Rabow's understanding and let Rabbi Antelman take
over. **

     Frankfurt at the time was the headquarters of the Jesuit, Adam Weishaupt, founder of the
Illuminatti, as well as Rothschild Brothers' financial empire. This is worth repeating: Frankfurt
was the birthplace of both the Illuminatti and the Rothschild empire. When Jacob Frank entered
the city, the alliance between the two had already begun. Weishaupt provided the conspiratorial
resources of the Jesuit Order, while the Rothschilds contributed the money. What was missing
was a means to spread the agenda of the Illuminatti and that the Frankists added with their
network of agents throughout the Christian and Islamic worlds.
     Jacob Frank became instantly wealthy because he was given a nice handout by the
Rothschilds of Frankfurt. There is no other explanation.
      And from this starting point, Rabbi Antelman gave us a blueprint for the war against Judaism
and all its good, and indeed against humanity and all its moral treasures. A movement of
complete evil now took hold. The Jesuits' goal was the destruction of the Protestant Reformation
leading to a return of one pope sitting in judgement on all mankind. The Rothschilds goal was to
control the wealth of the planet. And the Frankist vision was the destruction of Jewish ethics to
be replaced by a religion based on the exact opposite of God's intentions. When these factions
blended, a bloody war against humanity, with the Jews on the front lines, erupted and it is
reaching its very pinnacle at this moment.
       Rabbi Antelman traces the means of the worldwide reach of this ugliness. By the 1770s, the
Illuminatti was exposed and banned in Germany and then throughout Europe. Weishaupt made a
strategic change that worked miracles for the international spread of his goals. He infiltrated
agents into the Freemasonic lodges of England and Scotland, changing their highest tenets to his
own, until every lodge in every nation accepted them. Thus, the Illuminatti now had two centers
of activity, Germany and Britain. It was from Germany to London that the apostate Jews Karl
Marx and Frederick Engels were sent to devise the rot of communism. Shortly after that task was
done, the Rothschilds sent their agents John Jacob Astor and Jacob Schiff from Germany to
America. They financed the robber barons like Rockefeller and Morgan, who in 1922, founded
the Council On Foreign Relations, to overthrow the American constitution and switch the
nation's diplomacy to Illuminattiism.

THE REAL WAR AGAINST THE JEWS AND HUMANITY

       In 1932, how many organizations in Germany represented German Jewry? Over 250. In
1933, how many? One, and one only; Labour Zionism. We will return to the significance shortly.
       First, Rabbi Antelman's account continues. To corrupt the Jews, the Frankists adopted, at
first, a humane policy of sorts. With Rothschild money and Jesuit power, the so-called
Enlightenment was initiated by the German Jewish apostate Moses Mendelsohn. Napolean was
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financed to liberate the Jews wherever he conquered and from Germany, the Reform and
Conservative movements were financed to further dilute the faith and introduce totally foreign
concepts to their congregations. But the pace wasn't fast enough. The ornery Jews just weren't
cooperating with evil, so those stubbornly accepting Torah morality would have to be removed
permanently and only those practising Shabbatainism would be permitted to survive.
        Yes, in the 2000 years of European Jewish history there were pogroms, Crusades and
Inquisitions, the latter aided and abetted by the Jesuits. But compared to what happened from the
1880s on, life was a tolerable picnic. The turning point in the final war against the Jews was the
founding of Zionism by the Shabbataians. The final aim of the movement was to establish a
Shabbataian state in the historical land of the Jews, thus taking over Judaism for good.
        To foment the idea, life had to made so intolerable for Europe's Jews, that escape to
Palestine would appear to be the best option. The Cossack pogroms were the first shot in this
campaign and for them, the Frankists turned to the Jesuits and their influence over the Catholic
Church. The Jesuits had done more to spread communism, beginning with their feudal
communes in South America, and now they wanted to punish the anti-papists of Europe by
imprisoning them behind communal bars. The deal was simple: The Jesuits provided the
pogroms, the Frankists the communists. And naturally, the Rothschilds would provide the
moolah.
         Once the situation turned foreboding, the German writing intellectuals took over. In Vienna
in 1885, the journalist Natan Birnbaum fired the opening salvo which successfully planted the
fast-growing seeds of Zionism. He was followed by another Vienna writer, Peretz Smoleskin
who provided more intellectual justification for returning to a safe home in Israel. However,
neither man had the charisma of still another Vienna writer, Theodore Herzl. He could rally the
masses as neither of them could and he was chosen to be the spokesman and symbol of the
movement.
          Read any honest biography of Herzl and the same quandary appears. Herzl claimed he
wrote the Judenstaat one summer in Paris. But Herzl wasn't in Paris when he said he wrote the
most influential book of Zionism. It had to have been written for him. Anyone who reads Herzl's
dreadful plays, has to doubt his sudden departure from literary mediocrity.
          In 1901, Herzl appeared in Britain where he was not well received. We are told he backed
another option, creating a Jewish sanctuary in British controlled East Africa. If the idea caught
on, it would neutralize the Shabbataians' game plan. Herzl died not long after and not one
biography of him tells us how. He entered a Paris sanatorium for a not known condition and
never emerged. This was highly fortunate for the British Freemasons doing the Shabbataians'
bidding, for they replaced Herzl with one of their own, a German-educated  Jew named Chaim
Weizmann. In time, a cockamamie legend was created involving the Balfour declaration creating
a Jewish homeland in Palestine as a reward for Weizmann finding a way to make acetone for
explosives from dried up paint. Not one explosion in World War One came from this magic
process. But the British took great pains to capture  Palestine from the Turks and appoint the
leaders of the upcoming Shabbataian state.
           Meeting in London during the War, Weizmann and Balfour had to deal with the problem
of the people already living in Palestine, most of whom were religious Jews, who were the
majority in such major centers as Jerusalem, Sfat and Tiberius. The myth of an ancient
Palestinian Arab indigenous population is belied by any number of reports by visitors as talented
as Twain and Balzac, who accurately noted the paucity of Arabs in the land during the 19th
century. The later economic success of the new enterprise drew hundreds of thousands of Arabs
from as far away as Iraq to the region with consequences the Illuminatti were possibly well
aware of.
         To neutralize the religious Jews, many of whom had been living in the land since antiquity,
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Balfour and Weizmann inducted Rabbi Avraham Kook into the fold and after the war, he was
appointed the first Chief Rabbi of the enterprise, while Weizmann was made the first head of the
Jewish Agency. Kook proceeded to strip the landed Orthodox Jews of their real estate and
political rights, while introducing a new concept into Judaism; the purity of land redemption. His
philosophy was based on profound historical truth, nonetheless, his followers don't understand
how he and they are playing out the Shabbataian nightmare.
         Stage one was complete. Now the real business at hand was revved up. Rabbi Antelman
proves that the American President Woodrow Wilson was thoroughly corrupted by the Frankists
through their agent Colonel House. It was Wilson who put an end to America's open immigration
policy. Until then, despite all their despair, most Eastern European Jews rejected Palestine as an
escape route, the majority choosing America as their destination. From now on very few would
enjoy that option. It would have to be Palestine or nowhere.
         We now jump to 1933. Less than 1% of the German Jews support Zionism. Many try to
escape from Naziism by boat to Latin and North American ports but the international diplomatic
order was to turn them back. Any German Jew who rejected Palestine as his shelter would be
shipped back to his death.
          By 1934, the majority of German Jews got the message and turned to the only Jewish
organization allowed by the Nazis, the Labour Zionists. For confirmation of the conspiracy
between them and Hitler's thugs read The Transfer Agreement by Edwin Black, Perfidy by Ben
Hecht or The Scared And The Doomed by Jacob Neuberger. The deal cut worked like this. The
German Jews would first be indoctrinated into Bolshevism in Labour Zionism camps and then,
with British approval, transferred to Palestine. Most were there by the time the British issued the
White Paper banning further Jewish immigration. The Labour Zionists got the Jews they wanted,
and let the millions of religious Jews and other non-Frankists perish in Europe without any
struggle for their survival.
           But not all Jews fell for the plan. A noble alternative Zionism arose led by Zeev
Jabotinsky. He led the Jews in demanding free passage to Palestine and a worldwide economic
boycott of the Nazi regime. The Labour Zionists did all in their power to short-circuit the
opposition. First, they forced all the German Jews in Palestine to use their assets to buy only
goods from Nazi Germany. This kept the regime afloat. Then Chaim Weizmann and his Jewish
Agency employed their appointed agents in the US to neutralize Jabotinsky and his followers
using any means at their disposal. This culminated in Jabotinsky's suspicious death in New York
in 1941. Later, Jabotinsky's most literate advocate, Ben Hecht, was run over by a truck on a
Manhattan sidewalk. His crime was being the first to widely expose the Jewish Agency-Nazi
plot.
         Into this plot against the Jews we add the Jesuits, who wished with all their hearts, to wreck
the land that produced Luther, but the Vatican's role in the Holocaust is not the focus of this
overview. We now return to America where the Jewish leadership used all their contacts and
resources to make good and certain that the unwanted non-Shabbataian Jews of Europe never
again saw the light of day.
         We return to a quote from Jerry Rabow:

pp 132 - Frankist families, both those living as Christians and those living as Jews, tried to marry
only among themselves. In the summers, the German groups regularly held secret meetings in
the resort of Carlsbad...It is said by the middle of the nineteenth century, the majority of the
lawyers in Prague and Warsaw were from Frankist families. United States Supreme Court Justice
Felix Frankfurter is reported to have received a copy of Eva Frank's portrait from his mother, a
descendent of the Prague Frankist family.
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      Here is a quote from Frankfurter:

"The real rulers in Washington are invisible and exercise their power from behind the
scenes."-- Justice Felix Frankfurter, U.S. Supreme Court.
 
       The difference between Rabow and Rabbi Antelman is the latter proves that literally all of
FDR's court Jews were German-descended Sabbataians, determined to purge Jewry of its
unnecessary European, non-Sabbataian morality-believing cohorts. Here is a short list of these
Jewish community leaders:

           Felix Brandeis - Received Secondary School education in Germany. There, Englishman
Jacob de Haas introduced him to Zionism.
           Henry Morgenthau Jr., Stephen Weiss,  Judah Magnes, Felix Warburg - All descended
from German Jews. Here is a telling quote from the latter Frankist family:
       
"We shall have World Government, whether or not we like it. The only question is whether
World Government will be achieved by conquest or consent." -- Statement made before the
United States Senate on Feb. 7, 1950 by James Paul Warburg ("Angel" to and active in the
United World Federalists), son of Paul Moritz Warburg, nephew of Felix Warburg and of Jacob
Schiff, both of Kuhn, Loeb & Co. which poured millions into the Russian Revolution through
James' brother Max, banker to the German government.

         When World War II ended, barely 100,000 European Jews survived and when they arrived
in Palestine they had to obey Bolshevik edicts or starve to death. However, they weren't enough
to stave off the number one threat to the Frankist state, the Arabs. The wrath of the savage tribes
threatened the whole enterprise and only the infusion of large numbers of soldiers could stave off
their invasion. To that end, European-controlled Arab dictators were persuaded to go against
their national interests, stir up bloody anti-semitism and get the Sephardic Jews to Israel. Their
first reward was wealth through seizure of Jews' assets.
        Before the Sabbataians introduced it, there was no such thing as Jewish self-hatred. Their
religion and heritage came as naturally as breathing. This was the state the Eastern Jews were in
when they were driven to Israel. There, the Frankists had to apply all the lessons they learned
turning German Jews into their image to change the newcomers. Every effort was made to divest
these peoples of their faith and the results were often shattering. This is one reason, for instance,
why Moroccan Jews who fled to France are so much better off than their families in Israel.
         Initially, the American Frankists supported the new nation, believing it would soon spread
darkness to the nations. But the Jews didn't cooperate and held on to their decency. That is when
the CFR unleashed its evilest Frankists on the Jews once again. The most prominent of this lot is
the German-born Henry Kissinger but the list is long and includes the Austrian-educated
Madeleine Albright, and German descendents such as Joe Lieberman and Sandy Berger.
           Today, the Frankist agenda is being promoted through the thinking of the German-born
American philosopher, Leo Strauss. To show you all is not what it seems, here are a few words
about him from a Jewish writer for the Executive Intelligence Report, run by the Germacentric
Lyndon LaRouche:

"If Strauss' influence on politics in the capital of the most powerful nation on Earth was awesome
in 1996, it is even more so today. The leading "Straussian" in the Bush Administration is Deputy
Defense Secretary Paul Wolfowitz, who was trained by Strauss' alter-ego and fellow University
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of Chicago professor Allan Bloom. Wolfowitz leads the "war party" within the civilian
bureaucracy at the Pentagon, and his own protege I. Lewis "Scooter" Libby, is Vice President
Dick Cheney's chief of staff and chief national security aide, directing a super-hawkish "shadow
national security council" out of the Old Executive Office Building, adjacent to the White House.
According to Bloom biographer Saul Bellow, the day that President George H.W. Bush rejected
Wolfowitz and Cheney's demand that U.S. troops continue on to Baghdad, during Operation
Desert Storm in 1991, Wolfowitz called Bloom on his private phone line to bitterly complain. It
seems that "Bush 41" was not enough of a Nietzschean "superman" for Wolfowitz's taste"

        Compare that report with this one recently published by the Jerusalem Post.

LONDON- A British coroner has rejected a German police claim that a 22 year old Jewish man
from London, Jeremiah Duggan, committed suicide in March after attending a meeting of the
far-right Schiller Institute in the German town of Wiesbaden.
                The Schiller Institute draws its inspiration from American conspiracy theorist Lyndon
LaRouche, who was among the speakers at the meeting...
                 He said, "Mum, I am in deep trouble. I am frightened." As he attempted to give his
location, the line went dead."

            Duggan made the fatal mistake of getting too close to the true connection between
LaRouche and the Frankists. Their program calls for the brainwashing of Jews to hate themselves
and they don't cotton to rebels. Here is how that is accomplished through the Israeli higher
education system, as reported by Caroline Glick this week in the Jerusalem Post:

"Students speak of a regime of fear and intimidation in the classroom.
Ofra Gracier, a doctoral student in Tel-Aviv University's humanities
faculty explains the process as follows:
'It starts with the course syllabus. In a class on introduction to
political theory for instance, you will never see the likes of Leo
Strauss or Friedrich Hayek or Milton Friedman. You will only get Marx
and Rousseau and people like that. So, if you want to argue with Marx,
you are on your own. You don't know anything else.'"

       The fatal error of Israeli Jews was rejecting the Frankists and their Labour Party. The
Shabataians would rather see the Arabs overrun Israel than witness the revival of a state run by
true Judaism. They have thoroughly financed and infiltrated the high leadership and especially,
far left groups, to prepare the ground for defeat. And if utter demoralization doesn't do the trick,
read another local report issued this week:

PREPARATIONS TO USE FIREPOWER AGAINST JEWS.
Our contacts have reported that the following has been introduced by the
people preparing MEGA YAMIT.
IBA "B" reported, in three consecutive reports following the Geha
Junction islamic mass murder assault that GERMAN EXTREME RIGHT
WING Jews were those that performed the bombing.
(Refer to the IBA "B" records) .

       Rabbi Antelman was right. He looked at the enemy and saw the mirror opposite of real
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Judaism. A war to the finish is on in Israel and it is being spread to the rest of the planet. Our
salvation can only arise when the Arabs realize the Jews of Israel are fighting the same battle
they are and against the same enemies. If they can't overcome the brainwashing and hatred,
they'll go down along with Israel. And then the rest of the planet will follow.

end

      I would guess that Jerry Rabow's book is only available in Israel. If anyone wishes I'll send
them 50 Jewish Messiahs and Rabbi Antelman's To Eliminate The Opiate Volume Two for a very
fair cost. Just write me at  chamish@netvision.net.il

       These two sites may help in your understanding of the German connection to planetary
wickedness:

http://boards.marihemp.com/boards/msg1x54701.shtml

http://www.originofnations.org/index.htm

         I gave an hour long interview on the subject this week. Go to the following site and click
on the Tamar Yona program. I should be archived by now.

http://www.israelnationalnews.com

My books are:

Save Israel
Who Murdered Yitzhak Rabin
The Last Days Of Israel - Israeli Edition
Israel Betrayed

If you want to order them, e-mail me at  chamish@netvision.net.il  
And to get those books donated to the skeptics of Israel:    

Barry Chamish
Nakhal Zohar 40/2
Modiin 71700 Israel

And do remind your Hebrew reading friends to visit:  http://chamish.tsedek.com

And your English-reading friends:

http://thetruthonly.narod.ru/index.htm

www.pushhamburger.com/barry.htm

www.geocities.com/freepages4all/index.htm

http://www.redmoonrising.com/bclist.htm
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December 20, 2003 - THE Q IS ON THE FLOOR: THE CHEATING OF ISRAEL

     In light of the results of the last Israeli election, let us consider Sharon's withdrawal plan. If
we recall, 67% of the voters chose to elect the Likud and it's leader, while a mere 18 seats out of
120 went to the Labor Party. The electorate chose overwhelmingly to throw out the scions of
Oslo and get back on the survival track.
     Yet Sharon on 18/12/03 publicly announced that he was going to cheat Israel on a massive
scale by adopting the Oslo track of withdrawal from most of Judea, Samaria and Gaza and uproot
tens of thousands of Jews by flattening their villages, and at least one full- fledged city. Sharon
did not consult with the government cabinet before making the announcement, in fact, he didn't
even inform his own ministers. But look who he did  choose to consult with!
       According to the weekly newsmagazine Makor Rishon 19/12/03, Sharon formulated his
program by first consulting with Labor leader Shimon Peres. This meeting was followed by
advisory sessions with Labor stalwarts Matan Vilnaii, Ephraim Sneh, Shalom Simchon and Ehud
Barak. With them, he not only coordinated his withdrawal plan, but assured them that Labor
would be invited into the government after his partners on the Right bolted in revolt.
       And there's much more. Who are Sharon's two closest political advisors? One is Dov
Weisglass, the attorney and business partner, along with Sharon's son Omri, of Jibril Rajoub, the
PLO's chieftain of Jericho. The other is Avi Landau. Look at the masthead of the greatest
deception of the year, The Geneva Initiative, and under the sullied moniker of Yossi Beilin, there
is Landau's name. Sharon, for all his lying protestations, sponsored the Geneva stunt.
       The electorate may have voted Likud but they're getting Labor and Oslo. This is the most
flagrant display of cheating Sharon has ever pulled and my reading of the general media is that
he's going to get away with it. 
       The question is, how? How can he cheat 2/3 of the Israeli people, and 80% of the country's
Jews, without the vast majority understanding how they've been cheated. No amount of logic can
explain it no matter how hard one seeks the reason.
         I mulled the question for a long night, then a personal vignette hit me that did more to
explain the cheating acceptance than any political analysis. Bear with me for a few paragraphs
before we examine the upcoming consequences of Sharon's wool pulling.

Soily Is Good

       There is a club in Jerusalem that meets to play Scrabble. For a decade I was a member and
through arduous dictionary memorization, became a perennial champion. However, even in its
earliest days, widespread cheating infected the club. Initially, the rule was that the tiles were
reversed, placed face down on the top of the box lid and picked at random. But some players
marked the good tiles subtly, so the rule changed that tiles had to be picked from a bag. That led
to new forms of cheating. One involved feeling the tiles one by one until the telltale smoothness
of the valuable blanks was detected. Another method was looking at the tiles in your hand and
sneakily sliding the bad ones back in the bag.
        No tile was more dreaded in the end game than the Q. It was hard to get rid of on a crowded
board and if you got stuck with it at the end of the game, you had to deduct 10 points from your
score. One remedy was to simply and quietly, drop the Q on the floor and claim it was there all
along.      
         Early on, I got very good at finding the cheaters. My method was to appear to be
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concentrating on my own tiles while watching the opponent's hands and eyes very closely as he
picked his. The most infuriating moment occurred at a national tournament when I clearly saw
my opponent throw a tile back during a tight end game. There were only two tiles left in the bag,
and wouldn't you know it, I picked the Q after my turn. What unsettled me more than the
cheating was the supposed high character of the opponent, a respected scientist.
         Sickened by the situation, I became agitated and quit the game for a year or so. But I was
persuaded to return for a tournament with a big prize: a trip to the world scrabble championships.
I played three games that evening.
          Game one was with a woman I had known since the founding of the club. It was a close
game ending with, you guessed it, the Q on the floor. And I sure didn't drop it there. Game two
was fair. Game three was with an orthodox religious lady. Near the end she added an s to oily
making soily. I knew it was wrong and challenged. She looked it up in the dictionary and
declared, "Soily is good." I accepted the announcement, believing this upstanding woman would
never cheat me to win. Only later, well after the game ended, did I look the word up myself, to
discover that I had been cheated.
           I appealed to the club president, an insecure, angry person with literary pretensions, to
overturn the game. He turned to the cheater and she lied through her teeth to him. He was fooled
and the club supported the cheat.
           In this case, justice was ultimately served. I stopped wasting my life in a pointless pursuit
and it blossomed. And the cheater continues with her pathetic existence. This was my first lesson
in Israeli cheating. The most unexpected people are engaged in it and the people would rather
believe there was no cheating in their world.
            I quit the game for good in utter disgust and then Rabin was murdered. I had honed the
skill of catching cheaters and this time I vowed I would not let them prosper. I caught Rabin's
real murderers and though about half the country know it, they cannot be properly motivated to
bring justice to their land. They would rather believe that their leaders are honest, the leaders
know it, so the cheaters they elected can get away with anything. It is a national character flaw
that is proving too costly in lives and integrity.

            Nonetheless, Sharon is discovering a few major roadblocks to his latest cheat. Perhaps the
most significant was the pronouncement earlier in the week by Rabbi Elias that it is a sin to
remove a Jew from his land. Rabbi Elias is the most influential Sephardic rabbi, and most of
Israel's policemen are Sephardic. They will not defy him. If the police will not remove the Jews
of Yesha from their homes, Sharon's scam won't work. And if the Yesha residents resist in
number, the only way of securing their removal will be extreme violence or state-sanctioned
murder.
              We know the state is capable of this in secret. Recall the disarming and murder of the
three soldiers in Netzarim last Oct. 26. Three young Jews were murdered to persuade the Israeli
public that a withdrawal from Netzarim was in the best interests of our endangered youth. Makor
Rishon added new details to the Netzarim campaign this week. Haaretz followed the murders
with an article in which four officers of the reserve unit which served in Netzarim were quoted
saying that the village had to be abandoned. The four officers gathered together to reveal that
they said nothing of the kind and that Haaretz had simply, lied to them and to their readers. All
for withdrawal.
               The bloody Netzarim campaign has been dirty but surreptitious. A public slaughter of 
Yesha residents is another matter. This, most soldiers will refuse to engage in. So, according to a
few of my sources, Sharon has brought in Turkish Moslems to the job.  Let us begin with an
article from the prince of defamation, Haaretz, and assume that this time they got it right:
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11/04/2003

PM okays 800 Turkish workers here in return for tank deal

By Ruth Sinai, HAARETZ

Prime Minister Ariel Sharon has permitted 800 Turkish construction workers to work in
Israel as part of a $687 million deal with Israel's military industries to upgrade Patton
tanks for the Turkish armed forces. The workers are being employed by Israeli
contractors to build private homes. The money they send home will be deducted from
the sum that Israel is obliged to spend in Turkey, under the military agreement which
includes mutual procurement.

The deal was worked out during long months of secret negotiations between Ta'as
military industries and the administration of Turkey's military industries. It was not
brought to the attention of the Employment Service which is supposed to distribute the
permits for foreign workers.

The workers are sent to Israel by a private Turkish company, which is registered also in
Israel, and offers them to the contractors. "Instead of the workers earning $200 a month,
they will get $800 here.

Through his Israeli representative, Nissim Giyus, Arik said that Yilmazlar has succeeded
in persuading the directors of the Turkish military industries in Ankara to agree to a
year's trial. An Israel Miliary Industries spokesman said: "The permission to employ 800
Turkish workers was given to IMI as part of the agreement for mutual procurement.

The deal to upgrade 170 Patton tanks for the Turkish armored corps is worth some $687
million over a five-year period. It is the single largest military export deal ever carried out
by the Defense Ministry. As part of the agreement, Israel agreed to acquire Turkish
products or services to the tune of several tens of million shekels a year.

Israeli contractors are furious about the deal. They consider it a means of circumventing
the arduous route they are forced to take to get a limited number of permits for foreign
workers. One senior source described it in this way: "Suddenly some firm starts calling
contractors who didn't get permits from the employment service, to offer them workers
at the highest price possible."

"This is trading in humans - tanks for workers - a corrupt use of government channels to
get private profits," says Hannah Zohar, who heads Kav Le'Oved, the hotline for
protection of workers' rights. She believes it is a dangerous precedent. "China also has
tremendous business and strategic potential for Israel but it would demand sending
10,000 workers, not 800. If this is such a good and kosher deal for Israel, why was it not
done through the employment service, openly and according to accepted criteria?"

A senior government official is perplexed by the arrangement. "How is this possible?
The prime minister has closed the skies, forbidden the entry of foreign workers and
ordered 50,000 expelled. The government tells the unemployed they must go out and
work and on the other hand, it is bringing in 800 foreign workers."
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The first Turkish workers arrived over the past few weeks and got permits for a year
from the interior ministry. Some of them are employed in the prestigious Mashtela
project near Zehala, by contractor Yehuda Mizrahi, whose name is not on the list of
those permitted to employ foreign workers. Despite numerous requests, Mizrahi was not
available for comment.

The names of the workers must be sent to the defense ministry for approval. The
reason for this is unclear since they are not involved in security work but rather in
building villas. Other foreign workers do not have to undergo the scrutiny of security
authorities.

       Why are these "workers" under the scrutiny of the security authorities? Why are
they earning 4 times the salary of other foreign laborers? Why are they authorized by
the Turkish military? Why weren't they required to apply for work visas like everyone
else? Here are two reports sent to me:

        "About 800 Turkish fellows were "contracted" by the Misrad Ha'Bitachon
to work as offset on the Turkish battle tank upgrade to be performed in
Israel. Remarkably, most of those were still "idle" until a couple of weeks
ago.
         "No one really knew what "ultimate work" those fine people would do
until then. About then, one of our field people received TWO phone calls
to meet with the field guys, from mid-rank officers, permanent force.
         "Two of their sources informed that they just had many TURKISH "immigrants"
being inducted into special units. The "immigrants" acted quite well trained
already and stayed as a unit. As you know there are SECRET facilities
closed to any scrutiny and our conclusion is that those are far from being
just "prisons".
          "Other folk informed that there are Ukrainian and Russian specialized people
also dressed for the occasion.We reported a while back that US special units were
also seen transporting the HEAVY equipments that may be used. There are no traces of where
they are. That some of THOSE PEOPLE ARE NOT high "Q" specimens, is a
foregone conclusion."

*
        "Our info is that Turkish mercenaries are to be used to ethnically cleanse
the Jewish village of Migron, with 40 families, situated in a strategically
important point on the highway from Jerusalem into the Shomron, tomorrow or
the next day. Verification has been requested of the Defense Ministry, just
so that they know we have heard about it."

*

       Another informant spoke to me in person. He doubts that the Turks will be deployed so
quickly and believes they will be called into action only in a few months and only if events turn
critical for Sharon. He insists that the mercenaries are currently being taught Hebrew and are not
ready to begin their operations. When they are, they will be outfitted with IDF uniforms and
attack the resisting Jews with Islamic relish.
        That Sharon is going ahead with the Geneva plan is now doubtless. That rebellion in the
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police and IDF is a real possibility is equally doubtless. That this ugly Turkish alternative to civil
war is being prepared has to be examined quickly if we are to cheat Sharon's fate.

end

Unrelated intelligence: A Canadian Arab sent to Israel for Hamas training, was arrested by Israel
two weeks ago. Not told to the public was his mission. He was to return to Canada and murder
NRP head Efi Eitam on a Canadian speaking tour planned for this week. Eitam cancelled his
Canadian visit in response to the threat.

Correction: For those who did not receive my correction to last week's article. Ehud Olmert was
not going to receive an award from Yisrael Medad, rather he was invited to be an honored guest
at the awards ceremony. That Medad did not rescind the invitation amounts to the same sin.

Question: How could Saddam Hussein have bricked himself into the hole from inside the hole??

Attachments:  Two Hebrew essays by my readers are attached. The first is an insightful overview
of the Rabin murder written by  Yehuda Zilberberg. The second is Chapter Four of Joel
Bainerman's new book, detailing the manipulation of Israel by covert foreign powers. Please
send widely to your Hebrew reading friends or interested parties you don't know.

Site: Another reader, Israel Pickholz has some views you might enjoy very much.
        
http://www.pikholz.org/Personal/Editors03.html

More book donations at work. Giving the Hebrew edition of Save Israel! to Netanyahu's brother-
in-law Hagai Ben Artsi paid dividends with his recent Arutz Sheva essay, promoting resistance to
the sellout based on arguments acquired by reading the book. This week, I gave copies to Israel's
number one recording artists, Subliminal and the Shadow. Let's see if a rap song emerges to sway
our cheated youth.

My books are:

Save Israel
Who Murdered Yitzhak Rabin
The Last Days Of Israel - Israeli Edition
Israel Betrayed

If you want to order them, e-mail me at  chamish@netvision.net.il  
And to get those books donated to the skeptics of Israel:    

Barry Chamish
Nakhal Zohar 40/2
Modiin 71700 Israel

And do remind your Hebrew reading friends to visit:  http://chamish.tsedek.com

And your English-reading friends:
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http://thetruthonly.narod.ru/index.htm

www.pushhamburger.com/barry.htm

www.geocities.com/freepages4all/index.htm
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December 15, 2003 - OLMERT AND THE FINE ART OF MANIPULATION

    The globalists prefer democracies over tyrannies because the former are so much easier to
manipulate to their will. Take those recent Southern California fires, all started by escaped arsons
working in well planned coordination. Not two months after the last flames are doused, Pres.
Bush introduces a new forestry bill designed to prevent future fires by handing chopping
privileges over every acre of the nation's woodlands to the logging industry in perpetuity. All it
cost was a few thousand homes to conjure up the hellish images needed to push the bill through.
     Michael Jackson is busted on child molestation charges and not three weeks later comes the
announcement that a new anti-pedophilic surveillance system will be introduced to the
playgrounds and schools of America, the value of which will likely exceed the logging windfall,
plus the added bonus of a national consensus in favor of every neighborhood being watched.
     With Saddam's fall, the Iraqis have traded in one dictatorship for another, more subtle one.
Spreading democracy means spreading tyranny. Bending a people's will becomes so much
simpler when the facade of freedom is instated. Take a look what's been happening lately in
Israel.
     The globalists are united in arranging Israel's demise and are busy reducing the country to
undefendable borders. Are they ever busy! Most Israelis see the Beilin Geneva Accord as
basically harmless, when it should be viewed as basically treasonous. Admittedly, the thought
did cross a few minds that since the money behind it was European, they were being manipulated
by foreigners. But no one uttered a peep when the front man for this funding was announced as
one Alexis Keller, who funneled his father Pierre's fortune at Beilin. Papa Keller is VP of the
International Red Cross of Holocaust ignoral fame and which singles out Israel for membership
refusal. Nor did many understand the significance of Colin Powell of the Council On Foreign
Relations inviting Beilin to his office to discuss his "useful" initiative.
       The Geneva signing was a publicity stunt coordinated with the highest ranks of the Israeli
government and media to fool the Jews out of their homes in Judea, Samaria and Gaza. Just
previous to it was the murder of three disarmed soldiers, two of them young girls, in Netzarim, 
preparing the ground for the withdrawal from the village, but what interests us now are the days
following the Geneva performance. Here are a number of incidents, seemingly unrelated, but
they are not:

        * A 90 year old former hack Jerusalem Post TV writer named Philip Gillon dies and Haaretz
devotes a page to his removal from our midst. To give you an idea of what a despicable character
he was; when the soldiers' vote of 1984 prevented a Labor victory, he wrote that his fondest wish
was to see them all die in battle. The page consisted of two eulogies. One was written by Jerrold
Kessel, CNN's Israel correspondent, yes the selfsame CNN founded by Ted Turner of the CFR,
and other was written by P. Gillon's nephew Carmi Gillon; yes the selfsame former head of the
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Shabak and it's Jewish department, responsible for innumerable crimes including the Hebron
massacre of 1994 and the Rabin assassination, which he planned with Shimon Peres. In his
self-serving little piece of mind-twisting, he wrote that he had some personal problems with
uncle Philip, who was just too left-wing for his tastes.
        * If the irony of Gillon's parting words to his uncle were lost on the readers of Haaretz, the
events surrounding another character in the Rabin assassination shouldn't have been. Dr. Yehuda
Hiss was the pathologist who changed Rabin's wounds for the public. He also steals body parts
from fallen soldiers, hapless tourists, and whoever goes near his scalpel. But these crimes didn't
bother attorney general Elyakim Rubinstein who ruled that the Hiss crimes weren't worthy of
prosecution. And not one editorial in the Israeli mainstream media condemned this ugly
aberration of basic justice. The globalists know if the Rabin murder truth ever gets out, their
primary agents in the Israeli government, those who brought us the joys of Oslo, will fall like
kingpins and take their Oslos and roadmaps down with them. Media and court manipulation are
the primary defences, but co-opting those who once fought to have the facts exposed is useful as
well, as we shall soon see.
        * After shutting down the popular radio voice of the Resistance, Arutz Sheva, the Shabak
started rounding up those pesky local leaders who were likely to organize the fight against
withdrawal. Fourteen innocent men have been arrested without charge, and placed in intolerable
prison conditions under an obscure but highly exploited procedure known as administrative
detention. The most highly publicized case is that of Noam Federman, who is now a cause
celebre in certain rightist circles. However, more than a few clear thinkers smell a rat here. The
well publicized appalling state of Federman's incarceration is just too obvious. It serves the
timely purpose of scaring away other protesters from public activity opposing the upcoming
withdrawal.
         * The climax of the manipulation were the announcements of the leaders of the Right that
they favored withdrawal. Within two days of each other, Chief of Staff Mofaz ordered the
removal of three outposts to begin with, and PM Sharon declared his unilateral withdrawal plan.
But the greatest impact belongs to former Jerusalem mayor and Likud stalwart, the Trade
Minister Ehud Olmert. In Stage One of his role, he agreed to specially label all products from
beyond the Green Line, so importers worldwide can have an easier time of boycotting them. He
may as well just have put a yellow Star Of David on the labels. Then, four days after the Geneva
ceremony, he declared his advocacy of a near complete withdrawal from those places cited on
the labels. AND the timing was not coincidental. By the weekend, Yediot Achronot's poll now
showed that over half of Israelis favor withdrawal, with 58% favoring Netzarim first. This
shattering change of public perception proves how well coordinated manipulation succeeds in a
"democracy."

                                   HOW THEY GOT TO OLMERT

      Last night (14/12/03) I set my book table down at a rally against Olmert at the Jerusalem
Theatre. Olmert was being given a freedom award by the Israel Media Watch, an act itself
inconceivable enough to sow confusion. We now return once again to that Rabin assassination,
which must be kept under wraps at all cost.
      The gentleman who handed Olmert his prize was Yisrael Medad, not long ago a central
figure in the battle to expose the events leading up to the murder of Rabin. In the months leading
up to the assassination, the government-owned Channel One tv channel, its head Moti
Kirschenbaum and a director Eitan Oren, staged two reports of a dangerous hyper-radical
organization called Eyal, whose most prominent and only leaders were Avishai Raviv and Yigal
Amir, both Shabak agents provocateur. Medad led the battle to expose this piece of deadly media
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manipulation, going so far as to submit a (losing) petition to the Supreme Court to indict
Kirschenbaum and Oren for fraud.
       Medad lives in those very territories which Olmert decided warranted special labeling and
had to be withdrawn from anyway. So why would he give his sworn enemy a prize for media
honesty? And there is more. An astute activist at the rally, Gemma Blech informed me,"I
attended Medad's lecture at the Ariel College media conference last month. He went over some
examples of media bias and repression but didn't once mention the closure of Arutz Sheva. After
his speech, I asked him why and he walked away from me without saying a word."
       The last person I would have suspected of such easy co-option would have been Medad.
That means that everyone is a candidate for it, including, certain members of the Yesha Council.
       The speakers at this rally, just didn't get it. They actually accused Olmert of jumping ship for
political advantage. Nothing more sinister than that. But Olmert was blackmailed, or bribed,
probably a combination of both and ordered to play ball with disaster. Only one suspicious lady
at the rally said so: "They got him the same way they got Sharon, through his son. His second
son Ariel is a homosexual draft dodger who has more than enough scandalous behavior to hide."
       A good try but with Olmert, there is no need to go for his son. Olmert is a crook and always
has been. Allow me to present a few choice snippets from my book, The Fall Of Israel
(Canongate Publishers, Edinburgh 1992).

pp. 44-45 - Olmert, one of the priciest lawyers in Israel, was accidentally discovered to be one of
the most unscrupulous also. !n 1987, police investigating the files of the North American Bank,
which was involved in an embezzlement of at least $37 million, turned up some rather revealing
information about Ehud.
                    It seems Olmert had directed a client to the bank who deposited $1.6 million. The
client, according to Olmert's own explanation, was a criminal fighting extradition charges and
Olmert felt his money would be safe in this obscure bank. And the bank appeared to be grateful
for his patronage. Olmert was rewarded with a $50,000 loan, not a penny of which was ever
returned. Naturally, such a classic case of corruption would be the end of Olmert's career
anywhere else. But in Israel he is considered a candidate for the leadership of the Likud
sometime after the present generation burns out.

pp. 284 - The Likud was smart enough to know that flouting the funding law too openly would
cause a backlash, so it created some straw companies and a slush fund so that corporations could
bypass the legal system...The people in charge of Likud Party finances at the time were Ehud
Olmert and his accountant Menachem Atzmon.

pp.285-287 - The Likud pulled another rabbit out of its hat. Israeli law prohibits individual party
donations from exceeding $10,000, a sum most Israelis couldn't amass anyway. The answer to its
financial woes could be found in sympathetic foreigners if a way around the restrictions could be
found. The devious minds of the Likud fundraising team came up with a beauty of a plan. It
involved getting foreign multi-millionaires to guarantee bank loans for the party. Now, let's say
the Likud couldn't repay the loans, well then, the guarantors would have to pay the tab. And who
better to put the plan in action than Ehud Olmert? In March 1991, Olmert flew to London and
Zurich on "ministry business." The people he met symbolize all the shady and rancid connections
between the Israeli government and money...In London Olmert met with Robert Maxwell and an
American magnate named Alan E. Kasaden. While in Zurich, Olmert met with Edmond Safra...
                       Revelations of Olmert's secret life  appeared in Haolam Hazeh on June 24, 1991,
and this episode epitomises all the dubious dealings American Jews innocently support when
they donate to the UJA. The Jewish Agency sold a losing real estate company, Hachsharat
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Hayishuv to the Nimrodi family, of Iran Contra fame, in 1988. Yaacov Nimrodi purchased the
shares from Bank Leumi, which is owned by the Jewish Agency, which funnels most American
charitable donations to Israel. By the mid-1980s, Agency chairman Arye Dulzin, had a tacit
agreement with Leumi chairman Ernst Yaphet. Yaphet agreed to let Dulzin do what he wanted
with Hachsharat Hayishuv if Dulzin gave Yaphet a free hand at Leumi. Yaphet's hand stole $7.5
million from the bank and ran away to America with it.
                         Now every crooked deal needs a great lawyer, and who negotiated this theft?
None other than Ehud Olmert. He arranged the sale of Hachsharat Hayishuv, supposedly owned
by the donors of the UJA, to Nimrodi, who dumped the company at great profit to the Bernard
Moss Group in Australia. After mediation, Nimrodi paid Olmert $400,000 for his role in the
scam. Since Olmert was about to be sworn in as a government minister, he was forbidden to
accept the money. So he resigned from his law firm and we assume the money got to him
through other channels.

     And these are just samples of Olmert's criminal activities. The same man who would
feloniously arrange the sale of a company owned by charitable donors would have no moral
problem selling his country the same way. If anyone bothered to actually investigate why Olmert
had a political change of heart, they will surely find that he was given a choice: exposure for
massive acts of felony, or take our bribe.
      A few days before this rally, I attended a gathering of the Ariel College in Tel Aviv. An
informed journalist took me aside and said, "Don't quote me. The last act before withdrawal is
being planned. They're preparing to frame another Goldstein. Watch out for a massacre or an
outrage along those lines."
      A woman at the rally had just finished a radio interview. She said, "I was going to tell them
there's another Rabin murder in the air. That's how they're going to remove us from our homes."
      I asked why she didn't say so. She answered, "I was afraid if I did, they would let me talk
anymore."

end

THE RESULTS OF THE HOLOCAUST DENIERS CONVENTION ARE IN

For those who weren't here last week:

One of my advocates is Frederick Toben of the Adelaide Institute of Australia, a notorious
organization of Holocaust deniers. He started posting me four years ago and has continued well
after it was clear to his readers that I despise Holocaust denial. In the past year, Mr Toben has
admitted to me that he now understands that Jews and Israel are no more or less responsible for
the troubles of the world than anyone else, a big step in his circles.
        Last week he invited me to speak at a "Revisionist" conference in Sacramento next year,
expenses paid and he sent me a program filled with despicable Holocaust deniers.
        I wrote him back: "Are you kidding? A third of my family died in the Holocaust and you
expect me to hobnob with people who believe they didn't?" 
        He replied that I he was giving me the chance to set the record straight. Because of that he
explained that he was being vilified in his community."
         I answered: "YOU'RE BEING VILIFIED IN YOUR COMMUNITY? IF I SHOW UP I'LL
BE RUINED IN MINE."
         He replied:
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I invited Joel Hayward - with whom I am just having an email exchange - and
he declined.
But I am showing these people that now is their opportunity to speak in our
presence and state where we are wrong, misguided, in need of help, etc.
I am still waiting for you.

It's the personal touch that ultimately decides issues and events, mostly
anyway. Then again I do not see you as an enemy - but I am seen as an enemy by those
who have given me the various slanderous labels because they refuse to open
themselves to a basic discussion about this historic period that has gained
legal protection status, etc.
So, Barry, it's up to you if you have the moral and intellectual courage to
stand firm and speak - I did it and I recall how some individuals didn't
like me after they found I had invited you - but you you are an Israeli Patriot with a story to tell.
Ignorance is the father of cruelty - and I note this kind of affliction is
found in individuals around the world.
But it's up to you, obviously.

      I wrote back saying I needed a week to give an answer. I cannot come to one by myself. So,
I'd like you to decide. Please tell me if I should or should not attend. After a week, I'll count the
opinions and go or not go depending on you.
     
      I trust your wisdom and leave it to you. Mr. Toben's answer is now out of my hands.

**
       Scroll down for the final results. A large number of people expressed their opinion. Here is a
fair sampling of the responses.

Dear Barry,
I'm taking a moment away from my final project in one of my classes to respond to your email.
I personally think you should go. You are very articulate; you can present the truth factually and
articulately, and you have the strength to stand up to these anti-semites. Many do not.
I think that God is giving you an opportunity and you should take it.
*
Barry –
I vote for you to attend the Holocaust Deniers’ conference, but only if you come equipped with
unequivocal evidence of the Holocaust’s reality, which can be convincingly explained and
demonstrated in ten minutes or less.
*
I say go, I trust you not to compromise. But be aware that any time
someone in the future tries to bring your reports as a source,
they'll get: "Oh, the one who spoke at the Holocaust
denial conference?"
*
Please attend the "Revisionist" conference -- and I pray for your success in promoting the truth
at the conference.
*
Go for it, just be wary of the traps and
potential live "debates" they might suck you in
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to. Include the Gentiles' requirement to hold by
the Seven Noahide Commandments and you'll have
them spell bound.
When you show them that Judaism considers the
Gentile to be a partner in Creation and not an
adversary they come around.
*
Barry those of us who have been communicating with you over the years ( I speak for
myself...but ) know your heart. If you go then above all else your safety must be guaranteed.
My concern is not that your followers will think badly of you, NO my friend, my concern is the
possibility that it may be you are being lured into a most dangerous trap.
My sinister mind sees what isn't said by the deniers. Their desire to stop the truth. Obviously the
nay-sayers have an agenda of their own. Any semi-intelligent person cannot deny the truth of the
holocaust and the fact that so many do is clear to me that they are not interested in truth but
subversion for another goal. That goal being anti-truth is also anti-G_D in truth so not to be
trusted in any way shape or form.
The question that troubles me is the importance of sending a man who has so much to offer and
the immediate need to convince a group of people who, wanting to get to the truth of the matter
and plenty of proof already available for their research, really choose to deny the truth in the
face of the evidence.
No my friend, at first I felt what an excellent opportunity to spread the truth but! I must
reconsider my own viewpoint and try to look at the opportunity for the deniers. This woud be a
golden opportunity for them to close your voice and advance their own agenda.
*
But to the Holocaust deniers. This is a dicey issue.
There was a Holocaust because Jews sat back and thought everything would be okay. "We're
Germans, they wouldn't hurt us." Etc. Jews always think that if they can appease those around
them, they'll be left alone. And we have a history of being kicked out or killed from wherever we
are.
We're not popular anyway. Will confronting lies, being the dynamic individuals our patriarchs
and matriarchs were, make anything worse???
Go to them. Tell the truth. Be the one voice in the wilderness.
(Debunk The Protocols of Zion while you're at it.)
*
Let's imagine for a minute that your allegations ring true like a gold sovereign. In spite of all that,
they detract from the really important work you do in exposing the control that the EU, the
Vatican and the US wield over our beleaguered country through the various poodles they hold on
a leash, like Sharon and Peres. In other words, don't give your detractors some more garbage to
throw at you - till they themselves have had to throw in the towel.
*
Overall maybe you should go. As I thought about it I thought of Deborak Lipshitz who took
David Irving to court. It needs a lot of thought and you have to know that you will be really
allowed to speak...
*
I think you should ask a shayla about attending the
conference from a great sage.
Don't leave big decisions to people with email
addresses. It's not the Jewish way.
*
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Concerning your dilemma of whether to speak at Frederick Toben's "Revisionist" conference in
Sacramento next year, given what you would plan to do there, I would love to see you do it.
(Have you considered asking a Rav for advice on this?)
*
You should only go to Sacramento if your
Jewish supporters say yes to the following:
1) After thoroughly researching their position
on the Holocaust, you give a statement denying
their arguments.
You parallel the dangers and the betrayal facing
the Jewish people today with that of the 1930s. I
have mentioned before Howard Katz's book, The
Warmongers. In it he says the Rothschilds vetoed
a French plan to stop Hitler in 1935 and even
loaned him 350 million pounds (1.75 billion dollars)
to buy weapons. All Jewish people who died during
World War II died after their betrayal by their self-
appointed leaders.
*
If you feel deep down inside that you would be able to truly educate ignorant people
about the Holocaust and all expenses will be paid then go......
*
Our Sages in Pirkei Avot [Ethics of the Fathers] teach us that we should "know how to answer
the apikorus - the heretic." Holocaust deniers are the heretics of our day, denying history to
which we still have living proof of. My father, may he rest in peace, was American born, and
served in the US Army during WW 2. I'll never forget the pictures he showed me in my youth of
the piles of bodies from the concentration camps.
*
Assalamu alaykum wa'rahmatullahi wa'barakatahu,
(May Allah's peace and blessings be upon you)

Dear Mr. Chamish: Thank your for writing "Imagine there is no Beilin." For what it's
worth, I think you should go to the "revisionist" conference. Your presence will,
inshallah, open up some people's eyes and start a conversation among those who
oppose the NWO, even if they originate from a totally different political place than
you do. Your take on Lennon is most perceptive: he was a materialist (with an estate
of $300 Million when he died) who preached a phony and nefarious brand of peacenik
poison. But maybe, as you suggest, toward the end he was waking up a bit.
I believe the masters of the NWO are planning another holocaust, which will engulf
Jews, Christians and Muslims alike unless it is stopped in time, and information, plus
putting people on the street, is vital. We need to unite all those who believe in spirit
over the godless machine.
wa'salam
*
Of course, you should accept the invitation to visit your Sacramento Convention.
But only if your benefactor will not print your name on the program and leave your
actual appearance to the mood of the people. He can announce that you are in
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the audience, but hesitant of appearing at such an auspicious meeting unless
the members actually want to hear what you have to say. Leave it then, up to
them.
*
My own personal view is that you definitely should go
to anybody who invites you, because you are truth,
which is light, and only good can come out of you
bringing light and truth to people, and you don't have
to tell everybody about it, if you know it will upset
them.
*
In my eyes this is easy. If everyone was saying and thinking truth there would be no need for
people like you.
Many people lie. Many Israeli's lie. We cannot let them. Given the opportunity we must oppose
them. So my advise is: go and oppose.
It won't be easy, it will be a terrible experience I am sure but you are a Jew and an Israeli and
so....made of strong stuff. Go for it.
*
Barry I think you have got more guts than any of us put together.
1. On one hand I would not agree you going because I do not think they will be civilised to you. I
think they might want to harm you physically, so if you decide to go get someone with you for
protection.
2. I know that if you go it will be good in the sense that, they will see someone first hand, who
suffered the Holocaust, who suffered the loss of his family who is not afraid to talk with this
mob. They see you, standing against them who has balls and strong mind. I think from
educational point of view to have such mensch like you, talking to this mob is a good idea.
Good luck I wish I was guarding your back. For, I do not trust these one sided, biased scum.
*
If you are waiting for others to decide for you - you are in bad shape.
*
Barry - I think you should go to the anti-Holocaust group, for the reasons stated. HOWEVER,
Please let us know the dates, so you can be covered in prayer!
*
Remember those who survived the gas chambers by scraping food. Do you hear their cries at
night when they remember?
(As we age or become very old, the past becomes the present)
Remember the hatred between Polish Jews and German Jews once inside the camps (that was
exploited to the max!). Speak out so the kehilah will not turn against each other but rather unify.
The hour is far past.
Carpe Diem. . not in the true meaning of the Latin phrase (which was drilled into the heads of
young virgins prior to sacrifice)
but rather, seize the hour, seize every opportunity, ride the momentum (with caution and
intelligence).
*
If you go to make the attempt to open a few ears and eyes... be sure to take at least 2 other trusted
friends with you... and, if possible, hire private security you can trust for yourself and your
companions... and be sure to wear a kevlar vest underneath your shirt... On the other hand,
consider the possibility that this may be a plot by your many enemies among the NWO folks to
arrange for your demise (chas v'shalom!) and blame it on these Aussie holocaust deniers... This
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is a very high risk situation for you- physically as well as politically and economically....
Personally, I vote: "Go for it! AND wear the vest... AND hire security you can trust.
*
I say go and throw phosphorous grenades at them.
*
I don't like the idea of your attending a Nazi function only because the
idiots there may pull a violent stunt, (paid by Arabs or the Mossad) thus
"conveniently" depriving us of you- G-d forbid. Too risky. If not for the
crazies and evil ones, I would happily endorse your going to speak to the
stupid ones who are along for the ride.
My vote is thus no.
*
Why would Holocaust deniers have a meeting in Sacramento California,of all places?? What
does this have to do with our body builder governor?
*
Go and speak the truth to them Barry! If you don't, who will?
*
If you keep this in mind, you'll understand why all these
anti-discrimination organizations like ADL and Simon Weisenthal Center are
wastes of time and money. They obviously can't change a divine decree. In
your specific case, you addressing the anti-Semites of that conference
won't change their minds or improve the global Jewish situation a single
wit, notwithstanding this fellow's professions of fairness and equal time
to you.
*
I would suggest going to the conference. If you get there and it
turns out to be washed-up fascists who are still debating if
Germany could have won, then leave. And enjoy California.
*
my two cents
and vote ...
go forth and conquer....
but.......keep a simple focus:
your job is to convince them
to do so you have to (as I am sure you know)...you have to know what arguments they have that
can show that ANY aspect of Shoah was controlled or even h'oz va shalom-ish...caused by
Yidden.
*
I say that you should....and bring a holocaust survivor with you.
*
Regarding this conference in Sacramento with this Toben character, permit me to to be so bold as
to say to you-DON'T GO!
Not only does the injunction against throwing pearls before swine apply here,but you could be
risking your safety as well. The Jewish People need a living and talking prophet more than they
need another murdered Jew.The cause of truth will be better served by your staying where you
are,where your enemies are already sufficient in number.
*
Attending this meeting may not be very beneficial for the Jewish cause because:
1. it will take a VERY knowledgeable person about that period to refute their stupid claims. Note
that real knowledge and authority is required even though the claims are plain nonsense. Going
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there and failing even on a marginal question (e.g. what did Himmler have for breakfast on the
day he visited Auschwitz, etc.) will damage your cause.
2. nothing will help. Even if you prove them you are right, they will still remain the bunch of
antisemites that they are now.
*
I prayed a quick prayer about the holocaust deniers conference and "got"
"Go ! Beard the lion in his den!"
*
Here is my vote, go and set the record straight. However, please do not speak on Shabbos, even if
you are there and are otherwise participating, do not bring your defense in the memory of the six
million murdered on Shabbos, the holiest day in our collective souls, the one day that we
proclaim that there is One G-d who created the heavens and the earth and all that we see and do
not see and the One to Whom we must all give an account.
*
Personally, I think you should go and speak to this Holocaust denier group providing
you are prepared for the prevailing idiocy and direct refusal of many of them to
consider all the facts.
*
Constructive debate cannot exist between disputants who totally
disagree.
So if you can agree about no alleged historical facts with the others
at the convention, you will have nothing constructive to say to them.
*
Get it in. Be safe. Make your statements. Acknowledge their 'concerns' and get the friggen hooter
OUT OF THERE....
*

Please go and speak to them. What harm could it do? If you merely speak to people
you agree with, you will never resolve anything. You won't be legitimizing their
position. You will only be legitimizing their humanity. Your presence will legitimize
Jewish humanity to them. Opponents without names or faces are easier to fear and
hate.
*
It is obvious to me that you have impacted Mr. Toben over time. I believe that
G-d has given you an opportunity to speak to people that would NEVER read
your books or join your e-mail family. If you could reach just one person
with the truth he could reach one of the others etc. etc. Hopefully the
whole organization would disintegrate and become supporters of Israel.
Good Idea?
Barry if you do, take others with you to support you and pray for
you. You will be in the enemy's camp.
 *
I think you should accept this challenge. There is always the chance they
are trying to get you there in order to murder you. You are at risk of that
right in your own country, so why let it stop you!!
*
I would strongly recommend you to refrain from taking any part in that "Revisionist"
conference in Sacramento, unless you have a taste for playing the role of Jewish jester
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in that banquet of anti-Semitic blood-suckers. Holocaust denial is one of the lowest
human manifestations. Considering the overwhelming evidence of the Holocaust's
atrocious nature and scale, one should be either hopelessly brainless or a pathological
anti-Semite or any other form of subhuman being - in order to become a Holocaust
denier. All in all, Holocaust denial is an irreparable degeneration of the human psyche.
Stay away from vampires, for all they are interested in is the scent of Jewish blood.
*
Dear Barry,
I will tell you a little story that you probably don't have time to read but it may help you decide
whether to go head to head with the Jew haters.
In 1973 I was attending UCLA studying Political Science. I was also a reporter on the student
newspaper the Daily Bruin and editor of the Jewish student newspaper Ha'Am (which I helped to
establish fighting the anti-Semitic campus authorities, the blacks and Mexicans, and took our
fight to the Regents of the California Universities - but that's a story for another time). In my
capacity as reporter for the Daily Bruin I volunteered to cover the visit of Stokely Carmichael of
the infamous Black Panthers to the UCLA campus (there weren't any other volunteers). In
retrospect it was pretty stupid on my part but I was young, stupid, unmarried and full of romantic
fighting blood, out to defend the Jewish People.
Carmichael showed up in the student auditorium before an audience of a close to a thousand
students, the overwhelming majority of the darker version all wearing the happy faces of the
"bad brothers" of the early 70s. Along the side aisles and flanking the invited guest were really
happy faces with sunglasses. I was one of only a handful of white students and two of my Jewish
friends who accompanied me kept whispering to me: "Are you nuts? Let's get out of here!"
Carmichael launched into his usual Afro diatribe laced with gems like: "Where-ever you plant
corn in America you get corn. And if you plant African in America you get African!". And after
building up his black brothers into proud Africans he urged them to go fight at the sides of their
African brothers against the Jewish-Israeli imperialists who were trying to steal their lands and
enslave them. In preparation for his talk I had read his book (whose name I no longer remember)
but I was impressed with his grasp of economics. To this day I recall his analysis of employer-
employee relations whereby he illustrated in great detail how the people who do the work should
own the fruits of their labors rather than their taskmasters.
After the talk and question time came I was the first one at the microphone. "Mr. Carmichael, I
read your book, "_____________" and I noted how you show that workers should own the
results of their own labors rather than their taskmasters".
"That's absolutely right", he answered.
"If that's the case, then the Jews who were enslaved by the Egyptians should own all the
pyramids, all of the cities like Raamses they built for the Pharoahs, and a good portion of Egypt
itself".
Dead silence. 1000 astonished and very angry pairs of eyes were pointed in my direction. The
two closest gorillas stiffened and took half steps in my direction. My two buddies were already at
the door. Carmichael himself was speechless at my unexpected statement and my audacity in
actually confronting him. "Uh, well, uh the Egyptians had the plans" he stammered trying to
weasel out of his own theory and still defend Africa.
"Mr. Carmichael, you are an anti-Semite. And you want black Americans to go off and fight in a
war that is not theirs, to help the Egyptians try and genocide the Jews in Israel. Is that how you
propose to have black people achieve freedom and equality - by going off and joining in a
religious war with the Arabs? It was the Arabs who sold the blacks into slavery! The Arabs have
22 states, the Jews have one tiny little state but that's one too many for you."
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I turned and walked away. My heart was pounding and I really thought I would be spending the
next couple of months in the hospital, if I was lucky. But although there were a few muffled
comments no one touched me and I quietly left.
That little encounter was not meant to change the opinions of the people gathered there. But I
think it did succeed in showing every person in that auditorium that there are Jews who will
stand up and fight back. That day was one of the proudest in my life, not only for me personally,
but there was a solitary Jew on the UCLA campus who stood up to Stokely Carmichael and
called him an anti-Semite to his face.
You have a much better opportunity to fight the anti-Semites. You have an open public forum
and as much time as you need, not 60 seconds to ask a question at the end of an orchestrated
show. You will not be reviled as an "attendee" at a holocaust denier's convention but respected as
a proud representative of the Jewish people. You can do more in one such evening than the
Holocaust museum can do in a year. And in the worst case scenario, that you are unable to
disprove a single one of their lying evil theories, or change one single person's position, you will
have still proven that there are Jews who will stand up straight, look them in the eye, and tell
them: Never again! We no longer hide - we fight!
Do it.
**

       I would never have guessed it. In fact, I'm amazed. 88% said go. So, trusting the collective
wisdom of my readers, I am accepting the invitation to speak in Sacramento, I believe in late
Spring.
       As long as I'm being flown to the States, here's a chance to meet me. I have prominent
pastors and rabbis on my list. Invite me, and I'll speak to your congregations. If you don't happen
to be in the theological field, ask your synagogue, church or group to invite me. I'm going to be
in the States anyway so the cost of getting me where you are should be very reasonable.

**
My books are:

Save Israel
Who Murdered Yitzhak Rabin
The Last Days Of Israel - Israeli Edition
Israel Betrayed

If you want to order them, e-mail me at  chamish@netvision.net.il  
And to get those books donated to the skeptics of Israel:    

Barry Chamish
Nakhal Zohar 40/2
Modiin 71700 Israel

And do remind your Hebrew reading friends to visit:  http://chamish.tsedek.com

And your English-reading friends:

http://thetruthonly.narod.ru/index.htm
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www.pushhamburger.com/barry.htm

www.geocities.com/freepages4all/index.htm

http://www.redmoonrising.com/bclist.htm

December 7, 2003 - IMAGINE THERE'S NO BEILIN

     Last night while surfing the tv, I reached a movie just starting called Mr. Holland's Opus.
When I read that it starred Richard Dreyfuss, I reached for the clicker. Because Dreyfuss had
hosted Yossi Beilin's Geneva atrocity, I had vowed to boycott Dreyfuss forever.
     This wasn't a simple decision because he had made an important imnpact on me once. In
1979, I received my MA from the Hebrew University of Jerusalem. My thesis title was; Us
Against Them: A Comparative Study Of Leonard Cohen's, The Favourite Game and Mordechai
Richler's, The Apprenticeship Of Duddy Kravitz. Both were outstanding works of literature
created by two Montreal Jews in the late 1950s and I felt this was something worth investigating.
But what turned the tide for me was Richard Dreyfuss' brilliant portrayal of Duddy Kravitz in the
film of the book's title. The depth of his understanding of Duddy Kravitz inspired me to dig
deeper.
      So, breaking my vow out of sentiment or curiosity I started watching Mr. Holland's Opus, a
very moving film, and thought to myself, "What an intelligent actor Dreyfuss is, and what a
stupid individual." How could he be hoodwinked into becoming master of ceremonies for the
Geneva ceremony?
       As the film progressed, I saw startling parallels between it and the Geneva fiasco. The
climactic moment of the film occurs when John Lennon is murdered and Mr. Holland sings a
Lennon song to his deaf son. The climax of Geneva was the signing of the non-accord followed
by all participants and audience breaking into a rousing rendition of Lennon's Imagine.
        Imagine is the evilest song ever written. Just look:

Imagine

Imagine there's no heaven,
It's easy if you try,
No hell below us,
Above us only sky,
Imagine all the people
living for today...

Imagine there's no countries,
It isn't hard to do,
Nothing to kill or die for,
No religion too,
Imagine all the people
living life in peace...

Imagine no possesions,
I wonder if you can,
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No need for greed or hunger,
A brotherhood of man,
Imagine all the people
Sharing all the world...

You may say I'm a dreamer,
but I'm not the only one,
I hope some day you'll join us,
 

And the world will live as one.      Let us conduct a
perfunctory examination of these lyrics.Imagine there's no
heaven...no hell below us             In simpler terms, imagine
there's no God, nor morality, no judgement. In such a world
there's no fear of  "living for today."Imagine there's no
countries...no religions too      Skipping the sloppy grammar,
Lennon is now spelling out the New World Order vision of
what many refer to as the illuminati. But there's
more.Imagine no possessions         Here you have some
communism thrown into the pudding. If only there was a
world without heaven and hell, good and evil, where
mankind holds no property or sentimental goods, we can all
live in peace in a "brotherhood of man."         Now why
would Lennon write such wicked, rotten, dangerous lyrics?
Easy, he was exploited by the leaders of this globalist fascist
world takeover they are in the midst of perpetrating on
mankind.         A few years ago, Yoko Ono decided to visit
Israel and display her art. There was much fishy about the
trip so I looked into the matter. I discovered a world of
research painting a very different picture of her and Lennon.
There are pretty good researchers out there claiming Lennon,
far from being a man of peace, was violent and may have
been responsible for the murder of Brian Epstein. Don't laugh
this off until you see the evidence. One thing is for certain,
immediately after Epstein's death, Yoko Ono came into the
picture and it may not all be coincidence. A good starting
point would be to read Fenton Bresler's book, Who Killed

John Lennon. Here's what I wrote:IMAGINE
THERE'S NO LENNON by Barry
Chamish        

 However Ono did it, Lennon began writing songs that fit the NWO agenda like a glove. In his
first solo album, the most memorable song, called God, attempts to destroy religion as
thoroughly as possible. The song begins with the line, "God is a concept by which we measure
our pain," a patently false observation. As any religious person will explain, God is a concept by
which we measure our joy. The song then lists Gods from Jesus to Elvis which Lennon rejects, in
favor of, "I just believe in me, Yoko and me."
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Just previous to and after this, Lennon recorded a series of meaningless radical anthems like
'Give Peace A Chance' and 'Woman Is The Nigger Of The World', a song which one can argue
whether it is more insulting to women or blacks. But the ultimate disgrace was a ditty called
'Imagine', which attempts to brainwash and inculcate his listeners in the full NWO agenda.
'Imagine' paints a world with no heaven or hell, that is with no morality, with no countries,
possessions or religions. It is a thoroughly dreadful vision of a robotic state without devotion to
any higher good; just what the NWO ordered.
During this period, Paul McCartney attacked Lennon's behaviour and his irrational attachment to
Ono. Lennon went on a vengeful rampage, posing for a photo of him holding a pig's ears, a
mockery of McCartney's Ram album cover and attacked McCartney viciously in a song called
'How Do You Sleep'.
But the ultimate revenge was rumored to have been Ono's. Just prior to McCartney's
performance in Japan, he was busted at Tokyo Airport when the police found a small amount of
grass in his equipment. McCartney was jailed and in ways he refuses to divulge, the cops forced
him to sing 'Yesterday' for them. The humiliation of McCartney was complete and Lennon's
vendetta against him stopped.
That freed Lennon to ruin his career with the close cooperation of his Dragon Lady. He now
released albums and appeared on stage with her cacaphonious contribution sabotaging his
musical integrity. That was the state of affairs in 1979, when Lennon returned to the studios to
record his final album. Once he was dead, the mediocre cuts became hits and even Ono had a
number one bestseller. The exact motive for Lennon's death remains unclear but there is no doubt
that his killer was mind-controlled and fulfilled a covert operation in the exact mode of most
political assassinations since the 1960s. And now Yoko Ono is doing her unique thing in Israel,
and whatever the real reasons she is here, there is evil in her motives. That's her way of doing
things.

        Right after the Oslo "peace" process went public, I interviewed Ron Pundak, one of the two
academics Beilin shipped to Oslo to negotiate Israel's final war of destruction. Among the many
things Pundak told me was, "Beilin doesn't believe in borders. He believes they are the cause of
war. Israel can only live in peace if it eliminates its borders."
       No wonder Pundak was also singing Imagine at Geneva. Peres should have been but he's
been pushed out of the limelight and he gets very vindictive when that happens. Yitzhak Rabin,
wherever he may be, learned this the hard way. But Peres' New Middle East was the same idea.
Israel eliminates its borders and becomes the New Jersey Turnpike of the Middle East, a good
place to stop for trucks going from Morocco to Iran. Out of this vision, Israel has built a toll road
through the center of the country. It's mostly empty now, but the motels will be built when the
Middle East becomes one big bloc of the world government.
        Not just politicians, like the incredibly crooked Ehud Olmert, are used by the globalist
powerbrokers. Popular artists are useful as well. Lennon was exploited by the NWO and I think
he was waking up, which is why he had to be snuffed out by Mark David Chapman, the Yigal
Amir of Hawaii, whose motive was that he wanted to prove that he was the real Catcher In The
Rye; a natural enough reason to spend his dying days in prison.
        Dreyfuss is being exploited by the same forces, but I'm certain he doesn't know it. However,
the patent of using popular artists to forward the global agenda carries on. Later this month, a
delegation led by Jason Alexander, Jennifer Aniston and Brad Pitt arrives in Israel to push the
Geneva peace vision. The organization sending them is called Silent No Longer. Look them up at
www.silentnolonger.com  and you'll see who is sponsoring their journey. High on the list are the
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Rockefeller Brothers of CFR and NWO fame. Just below them you'll find Edgar Bronfman Jr.,
son of the notorious CFR namesake father, despite the Jewish ban on naming children after living
relatives.
It is Junior who bought Universal Studios and is working hard to acquire Sony's film archive.
What better way to control the entertainment industry and the stars within it.
         Alexander, Aniston and company have no idea the suffering they are going to promote.
They will be directly responsible for war and slaughter and they haven't a clue how they are
being used. Still, before they arrive, perhaps they should consider the final fate of John Lennon.

end

Big Moral Dilemma

     Once a day on average I get a letter from someone asking me how I could allow myself to be
published and interviewed by Jeff Rense, the popular web and radio host who publishes way too
much anti-Israel material. I have no problem answering, "Because he lets me, which is more than
I can say about the mainstream Jewish media." Jeff Rense is an honest voice and he permits me
to reach a huge audience of New Age Lefties, and misguided Righties bombarded with lies about
Israel.
      Over the years, I know I have neutralized a lot of anti-semitism by rushing in where most
Jews fear to tread. It's worked like this: because I'm trying to cleanse Israel of the mafia running
it, anti-semites think I'm useful and start posting me. It doesn't take long for them to understand
that I'm actually a proud Jew defending my nation against the globalist enemy we share. Over
time, I've succeeded in making the most rabid anti-semites understand that we Jews are the
victims of the manipulations of the chaos-makers, not the promoters of the chaos. All the
explanations ground out by the Israel government pr machine in a century doesn't reach this
crowd like a few of my postings.
       One of my advocates is Frederick Toben of the Adelaide Institute of Australia, a notorious
organization of Holocaust deniers. He started posting me four years ago and has continued well
after it was clear to his readers that I despise Holocaust denial. In the past year, Mr Toben has
admitted to me that he now understands that Jews and Israel are no more or less responsible for
the troubles of the world than anyone else, a big step in his circles.
        Last week he invited me to speak at a "Revisionist" conference in Sacramento next year,
expenses paid and he sent me a program filled with despicable Holocaust deniers.
        I wrote him back: "Are you kidding? A third of my family died in the Holocaust and you
expect me to hobnob with people who believe they didn't?" 
        He replied that I he was giving me the chance to set the record straight. Because of that he
explained that he was being vilified in his community."
         I answered: "YOU'RE BEING VILIFIED IN YOUR COMMUNITY. IF I SHOW UP I'LL
BE RUINED IN MINE."
         He replied:
I invited Joel Hayward - with whom I am just having an email exchange - and
he declined.
But I am showing these people that now is their opportunity to speak in our
presence and state where we are wrong, misguided, in need of help, etc.
I am still waiting for you.

It's the personal touch that ultimately decides issues and events, mostly
anyway. Then again I do not see you as an enemy - but I am seen as an enemy by those
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who have given me the various slanderous labels because they refuse to open
themselves to a basic discussion about this historic period that has gained
legal protection status, etc.
So, Barry, it's up to you if you have the moral and intellectual courage to
stand firm and speak - I did it and I recall how some individuals didn't
like me after they found I had invited you - but you you are an Israeli Patriot with a story to tell.
Ignorance is the father of cruelty - and I note this kind of affliction is
found in individuals around the world.
But it's up to you, obviously.

      I wrote back saying I needed a week to give an answer. I cannot come to one by myself. So,
I'd like you to decide. Please tell me if I should or should not attend. After a week, I'll count the
opinions and go or not go depending on you.
      But I'd like to influence the vote a bit. This has to be the greatest challenge in human
understanding anyone could face. If I do face it and all the ugly possible consequences, I promise
not to compromise the Jewish people in any way, not the living and not the 6 million perished.
      I trust your wisdom and leave it to you. Mr. Toben's answer is now out of my hands.
**
If you'd like to let Mr. Yossi Beilin know how you feel about his
Geneva treachery, there is an open forum on his own site, taking both Hebrew
and English messages.
For the non-Hebrew readers, here's how to get your views on Beilin's
bulletin board. First, go to
http://www.shahar-movement.co.il/All.asp?Fnumber=9
Above the list of messages is an elongated oval. Double click it.
There are now three boxes: First write your name;
Then your e-mail address; Then your subject.
Next is the message box. At the bottom is send.
http://www.beilin.co.il

**
    The Dreyfuss film had another parallel that reminded me to do the right thing. In the film, Mr.
Holland, the musician, has a deaf son. In reality, I had a blind musician friend, Larry Gamliel,
who died last week. It's not fair and I'll remember him.

**
      My little idea of asking you to help me distribute my books to Israelis of influence is really
bearing fruit. A month ago I gave a free copy to Maariv reporter Shalom Yirushalmi. Last Friday,
he wrote a two page report of the Manhigut Yehudit Conference in Jerusalem in the weekend
magazine, beginning the piece with me selling my books at the event and continuing for three
paragraphs with my version of the Hebron massacre as written in my new book Save Israel. Most
of the country read that, including Carmi Gillon and the other planners of the massacre. The way
they must have understood it is, they know what we did and someday they'll come to get us.
       So, keep donating those books. The system really works.

And what could possibly be a more memorable Hannuka or Christmas present than a gift
package of my books, signed each one to your friends or family?

I have to request $25 for Save Israel because it's 384 pages in length and that costs me a ton to
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print and ship. But thanks to a wonderful printer, Israel Cohen, who agreed to reprint my other
three books for cost, I can offer all of them together for $25.

Wouldn't the books:

Who Murdered Yitzhak Rabin
The Last Days Of Israel - Israeli Edition
Israel Betrayed

be an unforgettable holiday gift?

If you want to order them, e-mail me at  chamish@netvision.net.il  
And to get those books donated to the skeptics of Israel:    

Barry Chamish
Nakhal Zohar 40/2
Modiin 71700 Israel

And do remind your Hebrew reading friends to visit:  http://chamish.tsedek.com

And your English-reading friends:

http://thetruthonly.narod.ru/index.htm
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